
Summer Assignments for biology juniors for Melissa Smith 

Email these assignments to tuckerbiology@gmail.com before the first day of class 

Assignment 1 GO OUTSIDE AND PLAY, AND TEACH YOURSELF ECOLOGY  

What a stressful time! At least we can go outdoors! Go outside and do the following. It can be a word 

document with photos, a PowerPoint or a video.  

Topic 1: Who are you? Include a photo, and a few facts.  Are you a science kid, arty kid, both? Who is in 

your quarantine group? Fun facts? 

Topic 2: Exploration: Find a creek or bit of forest or a park you have never explored. Take a photo. 

Identify the location. Describe what you found.  

 Topic 3: Your Environment. What are you doing outdoors this summer? Take a photo, even if it is your 

backyard. Gardening, basketball, bbq...they are all possibilities 

Topic 4: Identifying your environment, plants  Find five different endemic plants. Endemic means they 

are native to this area. That means most shrubs and flowers planted in a yard won’t work. Trees are 

good. Download the free app PictureThis! If you take a photo of the plant it will tell you what it is. 

Topic 4: Identifying your environment, birds  

Make observations on bird activity in your neighborhood. Describe five different birds you see. What are 

they doing? Be specific (on feeder, sitting in top of tree, flying in a large group, building a nest) 

Download the free app Merlin Bird ID to help you identify your birds.  

 Topic 5: Defining your environment, organization of ecology 

Ecological systems can be classified from large to small in this order: biosphere, biome, ecosystem, 

community, population, species. For example, the turtles of Cofer Pond in the lake behind the high 

school would be classified as: 

1. the biosphere (the whole planet) 

2, temperate deciduous forest for biome, 

3. fresh water aquatic for ecosystem,  

4. pond community,  

5. all the painted turtles in the pond for population, and  

6. Chrysemys picta for the individual. That is the genus and species of the turtle, or its scientific name.  

Choose one bird or one plant that you have identified and define it as follows: biosphere, biome, 

ecosystem, community, population, species. 

Topic 6: Defining your environment: scientific classification. Then take the organism that you classified 

according to its ecological home, and classify it according to its scientific identity. You’ve already done 

one part. That is the genus and species or binomial nomenclature. Here is the classification of the turtle. 

Start with Domain.. Eukaryote .. that means anything that is not a bacteria 
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Next is Kingdom.. that’s Animalia  

Next is Phylum which in this case is Chordata, meaning turtles have a spinal cord 

Then: Class: Reptilia 

Order: Testudines 

Family: Emydidae 

Genus: Chrysemys 

Species: picta 

 The easy thing about classification is you just google scientific classification of any organism and the 

internet will help you out.  

 

Assignment 2 Current Event 

The IB Biology Curriculum is easily found online at the websites bioninja, and bioknowledgy. Go to one 

or both websites, then find a current event relating to one of the things we will be studying next year. 

The current event must be from April, May, June or July of 2020.  It must be from a news organization, 

or a magazine, or from sciencedaily.com.  The Washington Post and the New York Times have strong 

science news stories. Do the assignment this way: 

10% how does the story relate to the curriculum 

10% what is the source of the story (provide hyperlink) 

50% a summary of the story. Plagiarism means more than five words from the article have been used in 

sequence. Do not cut and paste. Do not repeat sentences. 

10% A paragraph describing your opinion, including if you think the story is important 

10% at least two terms defined that are unfamiliar to you 

 


